The dynamics of two qubits ultra-strongly coupled with a quantum oscillator is investigated by the adiabatic approximation method. The evolution formula of the initial four Bell states are studied under the control mechanism of the coherent state of the quantum oscillator. The influential parameters for the preservation of the entanglement are the four parameters: the average number of the coherent state, the ultra-strong coupling strength, the ratio of two frequencies of qubit and oscillator, and the inter-interaction coupling of the two qubits. The novel results show that the appropriate choice of these parameters can enable this mechanism to be utilized to preserve the entanglement of the two qubits, which is initially in the state |I0 of the four Bell states. We give two different schemes to choose the respective parameters to maintain the entangled state |I0 almost unchanged. The results will be helpful for the quantum information process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is indispensable in the quantum information process. Quantum entanglement states have been applied in quantum key distribution and teleportation, entanglement purification, factorization of integers, random searches [1] - [5] . Generation and preservation of entanglement of qubits are crucial for all the quantum information process. It is still challenge to externally control entanglement. Recently, using quantum bus to coherently and controllably manipulate quantum entanglement is provided in Ref. [6] , where the famious JaynesCummings (JC) model is applied as the control mechanism.
Theoretically, the entanglement generation and maintaining of two qubits can be achieved by use of JaynesCummings (JC) model Hamiltonian [7] . The entanglement reciprocation is also studied between the field variables and a pair of qubitsin JC cavity [8] - [12] . Later, study shows that coherent-state control of a pair of non-local atom-atom entanglement between two spatially separated sites is possible [6] . There are some timedependent entanglement death and rebirth effects in these investigations.
JC model is a main mechanism to be used to study how to control the manipulation of quantum qubits, whose validity rely on the assumption of the weak coupling of quantum oscillator, qubits and their near resonance condition. It is obtained from the Rabi model by discarding the count-rotating-wave terms [2] . The strong and ultra-strong coupling region of qubit and oscillator provide many new and anti-intuitive results for the Rabi model [14] - [21] , which is treated in Ref. [9] with zero detuning. Further, ultra-strong coupling and large detuning is investigated, and novel results appear, like frequency modification, collapse and revival of Rabi oscillation for one qubit with the initial state of the single mode field being thermal or coherent [14] - [21] . In Ref. [15] , Rabi model is extended to two qubits case, where the authors studied the death and revival phenomena for the two qubits' entanglement for the initial coherent state of the oscillator. However, they only study very special case of the coupling parameter β 2 ≪ Ω 1N (see Ref. [15] or the following for details), which will greatly simplify the eigenvectors and subsequent calculation. There are no investigation concerning the range where the coupling strength does not satisfy β 2 ≪ Ω 1N . Enlightened by these works, we investigate use the Rabi mechanism control. In our study, we will not restrict our study by the condition β 2 ≪ Ω 1N , and this in turn will make calculation complicated. Never the less, it also give one chance to obtain some unexpected phenomena, that is the new way to use coherent quantum mode to control one of the full entangled Bell state and novel results are obtained based on the complex calculation, which will helpful for the quantum information process.
In addition, the condition β 2 ≪ Ω 1N in Ref. [15] is not easy to be satisfied due to the fact Ω 1N depends on the parameters N, β, ω0 ω nonlinearly. So the investigation without the condition is crucial for their further application in quantum information process. Furthermore, the above mentioned complexity unexpectedly promotes our ability to preserve the entanglement of the two qubits in the state |I 0 , one of the four Bell states. This unexpected result can be exploited in quantum information process involved the entanglement of two qubits.
The paper organized as follows: we first introduce the two-qubit system with inter-qubit coupling briefly and give a simple model for it. Then we give a view of the method to to be used to study the Rabi model in ultrastrong coupling regime with lager detuning, the adiabatic approximation method (AA). The spectrum of the qubits coupled with quantum mode filed is given in subsequent section, Then the evolution of the system are investigated and followed by the section to study the preservation of the entanglement.
II. THE TWO QUBITS WITH INTER-QUBIT COUPLING
Because we will treat the two qubits system as threelevel-energy system, which will be used both for circuit QED and cavity QED. Here we give a brief introduction about it. The Hamiltonian for the system of a two-qubit with inter-qubit coupling [22] - [23] 
where σ
z , i = 1, 2 are the ith qubit's Pauli matrices and κ is the coupling strength between the qubits. σ
for ith-qubit. The Hamiltonian could be a diagonal matrix under the collective states
as basis [22] - [24] :
There are two transition channels, the symmetric one |3 → |s → |1 and the asymmetric one |3 → |a → |1 . The two channels are not correlated [22] - [24] , so we will divide the H q as
for symmetric transition channel or
for asymmetric channel transition. We will unite the two cases as
with a positive and negative for symmetric and asymmetric channels respectively. We also denote |2 = |s for symmetric channel and |2 = |a for asymmetric channel respectively. The interacting two identical qubits will correspond to two three-level-energy systems with the same top and bottom eigenstates and different middle states. The top and bottom states' energies are ω 0 , − ω 0 . The two middle states will have the same energy if the two qubits do not couple with each other. In this case, the two threelevel-energy systems are the same concerning their energy distributions. Generally, they will be regarded as just one. However, the two middle states will have different energies, one positive and the other negative. The corresponding two three-level-energy systems are different even concerning with their energy distribution. Nevertheless, relating the transition, the two three-level-energy systems are not correlated with each other, so we could consider one .
III. THE RABI HAMILTONIAN
As the Hamiltonian of the two qubits can be represented a 3 × 3 matrix, the Rabi model is extended as describing the dynamics of the two qubits interacting with a single quantum mode field by
which will be the Rabi model as S x , S z reduce to the usual Pauli matrices. The qubits is described by H q = ω 0 before stated.In the matrix form, S x , S z are
The operator S x is connected with the operators σ + , σ
where
The eigenstates |1 , |2 , |3 change under the operators σ + , σ − as following
As stated before, the Hamiltonian of the system is not analytically integrable. The RWA proximation supposes the resonate condition ω 0 ≈ ω and the weak coupling β ≪ 1 and becomes completely solvable by discarding the non-energy conserving terms aσ − , a † σ + .
IV. ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION IN ULTRA-STRONG COUPLING RANGE
Whenever the coupling is strong or the detuning is large, the counter-RWA terms aσ − , a † σ + can not be omitted. This belongs to the regime of adiabatic approximation . In adiabatic approximation, ω 0 is small relative to the other terms in the Hamiltonian, and one could first omit it to study the rest as the non-RWA Hamiltonian , then take it as perturbation in later. Physically, this focuses on the quantum oscillator influenced by the term β(a + a † )S x . The Hamiltonian reads
If studied classically, the oscillator undergoes some forced motion by the qubits. The quantum oscillator system interacting with one qubit and two non-interacting qubits have been solved in the adiabatic approximation (see references [14] - [15] ). We now employ the similar method to solve the non-equal-level qubits system. The eigenvecrtors |1, 1 , |1, 0 , |1, −1 of the operator S x are
which are written as
With the help of these vectors, the eigen-vectors |Ψ for the eigenstates of operator H 0 will be written as [14] , [15] 
. The displaced operator D(α) of the quantum oscillator is defined as D(α) = exp (αa † − α * a) for the arbitrary complex number α. The interaction with the qubits makes potential well of the quantum oscillator displaced according to the states of the qubits. From the physical view, the interaction term β(a + a † )S x has influence to displace the equilibrium position of the oscillator to different points by the different states of the qubits |1, m , m = 0, ±1 , which result in three displaced number vectors |N m , m = 0, ±1. From the mathematical view, the eigenstates |1, m |N m , m = 0, ±1, N = 0, 1, 2, · · · constitute as a complete basis for the composite system and are useful for the later calculation, that is, any vector for the composite system of the qubits and oscillator could be decomposed in the basis |1, m |N m , m = 0, ±, N = 0, 1, 2, · · · . This basis is not orthogonal due to the fact
In order to obtain the spectrum for the Hamiltonian H, we need to make calculation of the terms 1, l|S z |1, r N l |M r , l, r = 0, ±1. Due to the fact ω 0 ≪ ω, the transition of the qubits generally contributes little in exciting the quantum oscillator, so the corresponding terms 1, l|S z |1, r N l |M r , N = M could be omitted. This approximation is called adiabatic approximation (AA).
V. THE SPECTRUM OF THE HAMILTONIAN BY AA METHOD
Under this adiabatic approximation, the Hamiltonian H becomes block-diagonal with the nth diagonal blockH N as a 3 × 3 matrices defined under the basis |1, m |N m , m = 1, 0, −1 as
The parameter a entersH N contributing two diagonal terms inÑ and two off-diagonal ones in Ω 2N , which will give rise to the transition between |1, −1 |N −1 and |1, 1 |N 1 . This is a new transition due to the non-equallevel parameter a = 0 and is absent in the equal-level case. The solutions to the eigen-value problem of the
and
In Ref. [15] , the authors discussed the special case where Ω 1N ≫ 2β 2 with a = 0. The other extreme case is that Ω 1N ≈ 0: a = 0 means that the spectrum of H 0 is the same as that of H in AA method, but they are different whenever a = 0.
All eigen-valuesẼ m N , m = 0, ± are influenced by the parameter a through the quantityT = −2β
2 )L N (8β 2 )), so are the eigenvectors |Ẽ ± N . Of course, the dynamics of the qubits will definitely be differently from that of the equal-level one.
VI. THE PHYSICAL IMPACT OF THE RESULTS
The dynamics of the qubits is important for the real system. The evolutionary behavior of the qubits depends crucially on the initial states, the initial states both for the qubits and the quantum oscillator. Here we employ the initial state for the qubits are |1, m , m = 0, ±1, which are applicable in the strong coupling (see reference [15] for detail.). |1, m , m = 0, ±1 are different from the states |m , m = 1, 2, 3. Similarly, the natural initial states for the quantum oscillator are the displaced number states or the displaced coherent states. In the report, we treat the simplest case of the initial states |Φ the following
andT
We see that the probabilities P 0 N (t) oscillate with only one frequency ω N,0 , but the probabilities P 1 N (t) = P −1 N (t) oscillate with three frequencies ω N,1 , ω N,2 , ω N,0 . The non-equal level parameter a changes the three frequencies as well as the amplitude. For a = 0 , the detailed dynamic of the qubits is given in Ref. [15] . The special case with
, a = 0 is studied in Ref. [15] , where ω N,1 = −ω N,2 = ω . In Ref. [14] , it is shown that the coupling strength β ranges from 0.01 to 1 for the application of adiabatic approximation (weak coupling will not be discussed here). From Eqs. (18)- (20), (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) , we see that the parameter a will come to action apparently whenever β ≈ 0.01 − 0.6. As stated before, the qubits is equivalent to a two qubits system and the non-equalenergy-level parameter a represents the coupling strength between the two qubits. This shows the coupling of the two qubits changes their dynamics considerately in the range of β ≈ 0.1 − 0.6 for the adiabatic approximation method to be applied, and this is our limit on the coupling parameter β
VII. DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM
Here we consider the dynamics of the composite system with different initial conditions. Furthermore, we could also calculate the probability for the two qubits stay in their other fully entangled states. There are four fully entangled Bell states
It is easy to see that |1, 0 = Φ − , and the others are related with the vectors |1, 1 , |1, −1 . Due to the facts that
for the symmetrical case a = κ > 0 and
for the symmetrical case a = −κ < 0, We could write them as
Note that Ψ + , Ψ − are vectors correspond to the positive and negative sign of the parameter a respectively. So the initial fully entangled Bell states of qubits can be united to be written as |I δ = 1 √ 2 (|1, 1 + δ|1, −1 ) (δ = ±1) for Φ + , Ψ ± and |I 0 = |1, 0 for Φ − . We will consider the dynamics of the system with the two qubits in |I ±1 or |I 0 and quantum mode field in |α .
A. The qubits are initially in states |I±1
In first case, the initial state for the two qubits is |I δ with δ = ±1 and quantum mode field in |α . Suppose β < 0.7. Then in the adiabatic approximation, the qubits will evolute into the states |Iδ withδ = ±1 with probability
is the probability of quantum field state |α in its number state |N and δ = ±1,delta = ±1. From the above Eq. (36), we see that the initial entangled states |I ±1 of the two qubits will have large possibility (p(δ, −δ, α, t) being around 1 2 ) to evolute into the states |I ∓1 . So it is hard for the two qubits to remain its entangled states. In the following subsection, we will check that for the initial state |I 0 .
B. The qubits are initially in states |I0
suppose the qubits is in the state |I 0 initially, while the oscillator naturally stays in its coherent state |α . This is a very general state for a quantum processing system. The system will evolute accordingly and the probability for the qubits remain in its initial state is
where T (α, t) is the probability of the two qubits transiting to other non-entangled states and is given as
where p(N ) is the probability of N photons in the coherent state |α . In the large quantity |α| 2 ≫ 1 approximation, the quantity P (t) could be simplified greatly due to the fact
We denote the term 2Ỹ
as B(N ) in the above equation and will show the general properties of B(N ) by some special parameters in Fig.(2). Fig(2) also gives some examples concerning the p(N, α) in case of |α| 2 ≫ 1. Under these assumption of rapid falling to zero of p(N, α) as N deviated from its average |α| 2 , we could safely approximate B(N ) in Eq.(38) as
is the integer part of |α| 2 and
It is easy to calculate T (α, t) as two parts
In the assumption that |α 2 | ≫ 1 and Gauss form of p(N, α), it is reasonable to extend the summation in T 2 (α, t) from 0 to −∞. Then the use of Poisson summation formula gives
Generally, ω N,0 t could be simplified as 
So we havē
tan θ(t) = 2nc 2 t.
).
It is clear that T 2 (α, t) exhibits the collapse and revival phenomena with its k − th term beingḡ(k, t). It is more useful to delineate them in some special cases: one case that when c 1 = 0 with c 2 = 0, and the other extreme case that c 1 = 0 and c 2 = 0. In the first case, we obtain that
The revival time
and the height for its amplitude is
which is constant in contrast to the decreasing height as time goes in Ref. [15] . In the second case, it is easy to see that
where the fact tan θ(t) = 2nc 2 t, cos θ(t) = 1
are used. Obviously, there is no revival phenomena in A(k, t) in this case. A(k, t) also will generally decreases as time goes except for the initially irregular transiting change. This two cases are not possible absolutely. Anyway, c 2 may be very small with c 1 ≫ c 2 , and this case is close to the first case, where collapse and revival appear in T 2 (α, t). However, the small and non-equal-zero quantity c 2 contributes both the decreasing heights of the revival amplitude, as is shown in Eq.(45)-(49) and the broadening of revivals with the time growing. The broadening of revivals also makes the collapse interval shorter and shorter until its disappearing.
Similarly, c 2 ≫ c 1 and c 1 = 0 means the revival time gap is greater than that in the first case. All these features all shown in Fig.(3) . The above discussion might be limited or not applicable in the following case, where p(N, α) might be decrease not rapid enough that the approximation B(N ) ≈
2 can fails to hold. Then new detailed approximation must be added. As this is seldom, we just stop here.
VIII. THE PRESERVATION OF ENTANGLEMENT OF TWO QUBITS
From the previous section, we see that the dynamics of the Rabi model is much more complicated than that of its RWA counterpart JC model. To initial en- tangled state |I 0 of the two qubits with control field mode in its coherent state, its evolution involves on the various parameters in Eq.(38). It depends on the number N in an extremely nonlinear and intricate way. The kind perplexity makes it hard to study the Rabi model, never the less, it also provide the opportunity to preserve the entanglement of the two qubits by careful choice of the appropriate parameters. Because the coherent state has the probability of Poisson distribution, which will be approximated by a Gauss distribution if the average number |α| 2 is large enough. The intricacy of the Rabi model could be utilized to make when N is in the neighborhood of |α| 2 by some selection of the appropriate parameters, which will guaranty the initial state of the qubits unchanging. This is shown in Fig.(4) . It can be easy to see that whenever we select the parameters appropriate, for example, the parameters as ω + Ω 2N | 2 larger around zeros of Ω 1N will advantage T (α, t) ≈ 0. As a result, a negative and Ω 2N negative around zeros of N = |α| 2 of Ω 1N are keys to make T (α, t) ≈ 0, that is, to keep the entangled state |I 0 unchanged.
There is an alternative method for the realization of T (α, t) ≈ 0. One could first determine the average number T (α, t) ≈ 0 of the coherent state of the control field, then chooses β and a by similar requirement that |T 0 | 2 = |−2β 2 + a 2 ω0 ω +Ω 2N | 2 as larger as possible around N = |α| 2 . The parameter a is connected with the inter-qubit coupling strength κ as a = ±κ in symmetric and asymmetric transition cases respectively. Study also shows that the parameter a negative is favorable for |T (α, t) approaching zero, as Fig.(4) exhibits. So the inter-qubit coupling is in favor of preservation of the initial entanglement, especial with asymmetrical transition case (a < 0).
All the others' Bell states have not this nice property because there is a simple factor 1 2 in quantities P (δ, −δ, α, t) in Eq.(36). Never the less, the preservation of the entangled Bell state |I 0 is still useful for its application in quantum information process. Also, the complex formula of T (α, t) make the appropriate choice of the parameters much easier and will beneficial to the experiment application.
In summary, coupled strongly with a quantum mode field, the two qubits' dynamics is influenced by three parameters β, ω0 ω , a and the initial conditions in a very complicated form. We investigate the evolution of the four Bell entangled states with the control mode in its coherent state. Three out of the four Bell states will become the combination of the four Bell states and can not remain in their initial entangled states. Nevertheless, the above mentioned complexity unexpectedly promotes our ability to preserve the entanglement of the two qubits in one Bell state |I 0 = |1, 0 = 
